ACURATE As ACE AVENGERS
Veteran Vines claims 6
In another first for the club, first match
against Desi Avengers. Desi Avengers
joined the competition last season, scoring
wins in every game played in Division 2.
They were undefeated until now this
season. On a warm but sunny day, skipper
Atkins again lost the toss. There is
DEFINATELY a trend starting here ;). The
Avengers Captain chose to have a bat. PV
bowling first again.
With a First XI engorged with bowling
strength, losing the toss was probably an
acceptable outcome. Short sharp spells
were the order of the day allowing bowlers
to strike and then rest. The club bowling
plan was executed by opening pair Luke
McLeod and Scott Brown. In the channel, on
or outside off stump. Both bowled with pip
and accuracy, the batters not receiving
chances to swing. In the fifth over it was LMac the first to strike. Straight through the
batsman, stumps gone. No inside edge this
time either. After just three overs each, Ed
Napoli and Josh Vines replaced the openers.
Again, the bowlers stuck to the plan,
frustrating the batters. E-Naps second setof-6 drew false shots and he could have
easily been rewarded with wickets. But it
was the Veteran Vines that broke through.
First ball of Vines second over saw the claw
of Brownie spill a flying chance at gully,
diving to his left. Next ball the No3 skied
what can only be called an attempt of a pull
shot from outside off. Vines with zero
confidence in his team mates screamed
MINE and took the catch in the centre of the
wicket. Avengers 2 for 33 in the 9th.
After his three overs E-Naps was replaced by
Adam Kirtland. Kirtland toiled hard, but the
action was at the other end. Vines was in the
zone taking four wickets in 10 balls to

annihilate the Avengers’ middle order.
Remaining opener dead set plumb, LBW
for 22, 3 for 39. Numbers 5, 6 and 7 then
all bowled for 0, 4 for 39, 5 for 41 and
then 6 for 42. The opposition skipper
watching from the other end. At the 20
overs drinks break, Desi were 6 for 55
and Vines had a Michelle from his seven
over spell.
After drinks, the skipper turned to
Jarrad McLeod in his first work-free
Saturday of the season. Bungey soon
had the batters and the ball jumping. At
the other end the ol’dog Brown was
returned in an attempt to break though.
Brownie’s first ball of the new spell
finding the outside edge but the out was
not to be. The favour was returned in
Bungey’s next over as Brown grassed
another catch diving to his left at gully.
It was not until the 27th over that the
next wicket had fallen. J-Mac drew a
false drive straight to E-Naps at short
cover, great catch. It was clearly not
Brownie’s day, replaced after his next
three, by Tim Hodson. Hodson soon had
the stubborn skipper caught by Kirtland,
and then castled the number 9. Desi
Avengers 9 for 105.
The end of their innings did not go to our
plan. The number 10 squirting and
slapping the ball all around the oval. Tim
Wilson and taking the pace off the ball
drew shots and near misses, but it was
the return of Josh Vines that closed out
the innings. Again the batter skied a ball
only for Vines to declare again, that he
will do it himself. Called out everyone
else and took the catch. Quite a few
dropped catches this day. All out in the
36th over. Final score 141

THIS WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 4
Para Vista A 6/145
(Cossens 38, J.McLeod 20)
Defeated
Desi’s Avengers A 141
(J.Vines 6/20, Hodson 2/17)

DIVISION 2 –RND 3
Para Vista Blue 130
(I.Martin 41, A.Martin 22)
Defeated by
Desi Avengers B 4/137
(A.Martin 2/29)
Para Vista White 4/135
(D.Gardner 60*, Timm 41*)
Defeated
Enfield United 134
(Timm 3/18, Craig 3/24
L.Jackman 2/25,
Starke 3 Catches)

NEXT WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 5
Para Vista A vs
VHP
at Victoria Park 1

DIVISION 2 - RND 4
Para Vista Blue vs
Enfield United
at Edward Smith Reserve
Para Vista White vs
Desi Avengers B
at Thomas Turner Reserve
(Central)
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ACURATE As ACE AVENGERS cont.
After a Tea shared with the opposition, it was left to the usual pairing of Marc Cossens and
Tim Hodson to face the new ball. The plan was simple, bat out the 40 overs and the runs
should take care of themselves. In what seems to be the continuing habit, Marc Cossens
dispatched the first ball for four, and we were away. Both openers were patient as the bowling
was tight, but were dispatching the loose balls. The northern opener was swinging the ball
into the righthanders. With the score on 13, bowling around the wicket he got one to go away
from lefty Hoddo, who nicked off to the keeper for 10. Ed Napoli joined Cuz in the middle and
started very patiently. Cuz continued to dispatch the bad balls whilst picking off singles from
the good ones. In the 14th over, with the score on 61, Cossens tickled a ball though to the
keeper and walked. A little confusion and dismay due to too much wind for umpiring Josh
Vines to hear the nick. By the time the Avengers realised Cuz was out, he was already one
third of the way to the shed.
Gopi Bhujbal joined E-Naps (still on a patient 1) but returned soon after. Missing a ball that
going to take the top of leg stump. Unlucky. After the arrival of Skipper Phil Atkins, Napoli
looked to play some shots. Spin was introduced and it was the change of bowler that did Naps
in. Cutting a loosener from the new spinner to mid-off, mistimed shot. Time for drinks. And
when Gummy went aerial to midwicket, PV A were 5 for 80 in the 21st over. Still 62 runs to
get.
The outcome of the match would be decided by the next partnership; The Brothers McLeod,
Luke and Jarrad. Luke determined to play the rock with Jarrad enjoying a free Saturday
Afternoon. The partnership yielding 46 before Jarrad (20) was caught on what we all thought
was a Six. Enter the man of the match, Josh Vines. With the last three batters pacing the shed,
JV (16*) and L-Mac (19*) brought the match home with a balance of stroke making and
defence. A great win against a true contender. The ledger now balanced at 2 wins and 2 losses.

EVENTS
16th December
Family Day
Club T20 v VHP CC
Father Christmas

10th February 2018
Quiz Night
@ The Shed
tbc

More to Come

SPONSORS

It was Para Vista that imparted Desi Avengers first ever loss in Churches and Community
Cricket. The secret to restricting the total to chase, was to bowl to the club plan.
Brownie

BLUES PUT UP FIGHT!
On the day that the A’s played their first match against Desi Avengers, the Blues were set to
play their first match against their second XI. The day started well with me winning the toss
and electing to bat as we had 10 players I thought its best to get the runs on the board.
Ashley Martin and I open the batting. As we are walking out to the middle I ask Ash if he would
like to face the first ball and he just laughed at me. So I faced the first over and as we meet in
the middle after the first over I said to him that wasn’t too bad. The he proceeds to face the
second over and the bowler was a lot quicker than the first bowler. After playing and missing
the first 4 balls, I thought he was struggling to see the ball. But then the next ball he proceeded
to hit an indoor cricket like shot straight past mid-off for 4 runs. We meet at the middle again
and he said I struggled bad, he’s not that bad. We tackled the opening pair well and made
runs at will, scoring at a healthy 6 runs an over for the first 10 overs. Unfortunately Ash fell for
22 shortly after this.
Tim Brown came in, survived and looked the goods until he fell trying to push a little hard at
a drive. Wickets started to fall, including mine after I hit a six, I couldn’t quite roll the wrist on
a pull shot and hit it straight to square leg which left me on 41. With a little resistance from
Brodie Lemonhall (6) hitting a huge 6 on his second ball, Sanja Chettri (6) and Tim Cox (6);
both hitting nice fours. That left S Joshi at the crease on 11no and out total of 130 when the
last wicket fell.

SUPPORTER
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BLUES PUT UP FIGHT! cont.
We went into bowl with our hopes high. Roger Wilkins organised a fill in fielder for us so we had 11 fielders for a few overs
at least. We opened the bowling with Ash and with his 3rd ball he struck clean bowling the opening batsman. Brodie opened
the other end and was unlucky in his first over as the batsman got lucky with a couple of boundaries. Ash then struck in his
second over and they were 2 for 13. The Desi batsman soon settled into a small partnership before Mayresh Kulkarni struck
in his second over. The batsman was hesitant to walk and as we all appealed, the main umpire didn’t bat an eyelid. He
appeared to smash the ball into my gloves, luckily for us the square leg umpire came over and told the batsman he was out.
Sanity prevailed. From this point I tried to mix the bowling up a little. I brought Coxy on and he picked up a LBW in his
second over. With a few dropped catches and some close run out calls we were unlucky and they made the runs with 4
wickets down.
A special mention to Tim Brown who saved me time by working out the books when they didn’t add up.

Ian Martin

3 FROM 3 FOR WHITE
After a solid start to the season, and on the back of an
impressive win against N2L the previous week, the Para
Vista White team were full of confidence heading into
their round 3 match against Enfield on the small confines
of Thomas Turner Reserve.
Losing the toss, the Goatherders were sent into the field by
the opposing captain and without Sam Burge (who was
unavailable), Lochie Jackman shared the new ball with the
second oldest player in the team, Aaron Timm. Young
Lochie initially struggled to find any sort of rhythm on the
up and down surface that his run up traversed, and it was a
full and straight bowling Timm who took the first wicket
thanks to a sharp catch by Melvin Craig in the covers. Harry
Pope quickly replaced Jackman, who was swung around to
the other end and found it more to his liking. Although not
rewarded with a breakthrough, he bowled with much more
assurance and found some good areas. The number three
was intent on attacking strokeplay, although all leg side,
and it was the reintroduction of Timm into the attack which
brought Para Vista their second wicket of the day, a straight
forward catch to the captain at mid off, Enfield 2/44.
Melvin Craig was thrown the ball (to replace Pope) with
instructions to bowl full against two batsmen that could
only play back foot shots, and he found his first success for
the Goatherders in his second over when he induced a lazy
drive from the number four batsman, another easy catch to
mid off. Sensing a chance to maybe pry a wicket with the
last over before drinks, OB Jnr had an over and bowled tight
and straight, completing his six balls without conceding a
run, Enfield 3/60 at drinks.
Following the drinks break, it was time for the future AFL
superstar, Connor Rozee, to have his first bowl for the
season. Bowling off a decent sized run up, he generated

New roles for new
players uncovered
some quicker pace through the air and off the pitch.
Combined with Lochie Jackman coming back for his
remaining three overs, the batsmen all of a sudden were
being hurried in their strokeplay and looking
uncomfortable. With the pressure building and runs drying
up, it wasn’t long before something had to give, and it was
Lochie who squeezed one through the gap to castle the
opposition number five, followed by another in his final
over with a third catch going to mid off. ‘Big Red’ finished
with the figures of 2/25 off his 8 overs. Connor at the other
end had only conceded 14 runs from his five overs, and this
bowling partnership really strangled the innings, Enfield
reduced to 5/80.
Bringing himself on for the final part of the innings, Brenton
Starke slipped into a full line and length and continued to
apply pressure to the batsman. Melvin Craig returned from
the other end, complete with free flowing hair during his
run up despite it being tied up while fielding, and started
off with another maiden. Things were getting desperate for
Enfield, and soon the bowlers patience won out when Craig
had the number seven out caught trying to force the issue.
The very next ball he had his third for the afternoon, finally
dismissing the steadfast opener for only 24 from 88 balls,
and he found himself on a hat-trick. Bringing the field in,
the hat-trick ball was not to be, and exhausted at the end
of his over, Craig had finished with 3/21 off 6 tight overs.
Timm (3/18 off 8) chimed in with his third of the afternoon,
and with the arrival at the crease of a junior batsman,
Starke (1/18 off 5) reverted to offspin against
3 | P a him
g e and
found himself a wicket. Pope (1/29 off 4.5) cleaned up the

3 FROM 3 FOR WHITE
last wicket, but only after a few fielding lapses allowed the score to scrape to 134, a very obtainable score.
Looking to build on their excellent partnership from last week, Jacob Burr and David Gardner set about the chase. The
opening bowlers from Enfield tried their best to intimidate and generally talk smack to both batsmen, but both remained
unfazed and took the score to 17 before Jacob spooned a catch trying to force a drive. Joining his brother at the crease,
Eggs Ben Gardner set out to blunt the bowling and pick up easy runs from any loose balls and tardy fielding. The brothers
were combining well into a solid partnership when David called Ben through for a risky single, the midget Thompson
from Enfield fielding the ball in his follow through and throwing down the stumps to find Eggs well short of his crease.
Perhaps for David it was pay back for the curse that Ben had inflicted the week before!
In form batsman Connor Rozee walked confidently out to the middle, but was walking back two balls later after hitting
a potential wide delivery straight to mid off. Mitch ‘Little Red’ Jackman replaced him but was out bowled next over, his
0 not as impressive as last weeks, and Para Vista had lost the momentum at 4/44. Aaron Timm, despite being happy to
bat even further down the order, was sent in, and he and David negotiated the bowling to the drinks break, PV White in
a precarious position at 4/52.
It was important that no more wickets were lost straight after the drinks break, with the required run rate still only at
four runs per over, and that’s just what David and Aaron set about doing. Over by over, the runs were slowly being
added and the fielders grew more tired, the bowling became looser, and the batsmen got on top. Up until this time
David had been struggling to find the flow he showed the previous week, but a couple of solid drives and cuts seemed
to kick him into gear and soon the runs started to come easier. Timm also started to punish anything short, and the
scoreboard began to race along. With another cut shot David had got to 49, before a quick single completed an excellent
half century, vindication from the week before, and Para Vista were suddenly cruising once again at 3/100, needing just
35 from the remaining 10 overs. These were knocked off in quick fashion, and the White team had registered their third
victory from as many games passing the total in the 35th over, 4/135. David Gardner finished with an outstanding 60no
(9x4’s), Aaron Timm 41no (8x4’s), and together they posted an unbeaten 91 run partnership for the fifth wicket.
Despite the win, lessons were learnt about always keeping focus on the field, and what can quickly happen if the team
drops off for just a few overs. The White side next faces a strong and fellow undefeated team Desi Avengers ‘B’, a game
that should give a good indication where we sit in the overall competition.
Brenton Starke

CLUB MEMBERS SITTING EXAMS,
WORK HARD AND GOOD LUCK.
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Rules of Cricket
36.1 Out LBW
The striker is out LBW if all the circumstances set out in 36.1.1 to 36.1.5 apply.
36.1.1 The bowler delivers a ball, not being a No ball
36.1.2 The ball, if it is not intercepted full-pitch, pitches in line between wicket and wicket or on the off
side of the striker’s wicket
36.1.3 The ball not having previously touched his/her bat, the striker intercepts the ball, either full-pitch
or after pitching, with any part of his/her person
36.1.4 The point of impact, even if above the level of the bails, either is between wicket and wicket or
if the striker has made no genuine attempt to play the ball with the bat, is between wicket and wicket
or outside the line of the off stump.
36.1.5 But for the interception, the ball would have hit the wicket.
36.2 Interception of the ball
36.2.1 In
36.2.2 In
this shall
36.2.3 In

assessing points in 36.1.3, 36.1.4 and 36.1.5, only the first interception is to be considered.
assessing point 36.1.3, if the ball makes contact with the striker’s person and bat simultaneously,
be considered as the ball having first touched the bat.
assessing point 36.1.5, it is to be assumed that the path of the ball before interception would

have continued after interception, irrespective of whether the ball might have pitched subsequently or not.

Not Out as impact was outside the line
of off stump. Batter was playing a shot.

Out! Did not hit bat. Pitched in line.
Impact in line. Would hit stumps.

Not Out as ball would have passed Leg
Stump.

Not Out as ball pitched outside the line
of leg stump.
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2017-18 Player Fees
Can you all please get you Membership Fees in ASAP. The club has some bills to pay.
Please see you Captains or EFT straight into our account.




Account Name: Para Vista Lutheran Cricket Club
BSB: 105-192
Account Number: 018873840

LADDERS
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